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Artikel info:-

Lukas and Toni are bored to death. They bum around in their
apartment, having no idea what to do with their time. Lukas
plays around with a cat mask, and he mentions to Toni that he
bought it so that he can wear it at wrestling. The word
&quot;wrestling&quot; seems to have touched a nerve with
them, and Lukas keenly challenges Toni to a match. Toni
can&#39;t help laughing, and he says that Lukas stands no
chance against him, being so much smaller than him and
everything. Still, they soon end up in the attic. Lukas goes into
full combat mode right from the beginning, giving Toni a bad
thrashing. His hard body scissors make life especially
miserable for Toni. Toni does manage to get the better of
Lukas now and then, but the little powerhouse, Lukas, always
ends up gaining the upper hand. Round after round, he
comes out the winner. To make matters worse, he humiliates
Toni by ripping his shorts apart, bit by bit, and attacking him
with ball grabs. In the second half, the fight gets harder and
harder. Toni refuses to admit defeat. He visibly exerts himself,
but it simply isn&#39;t enough. In the end, Lukas goes all the
way and keeps Toni in a headlock until he passes out. Then,
suddenly, Charly and Momo appear, alarmed by the racket
that the two fighters were making. Just another challenge for
Lukas, or will this be his undoing? The action continues in the
4th part of Rumble in the Attic!

Charly and Momo have suddenly appeared in the attic, and
demand to know from Lukas what had happened, and why
their friend is passed out on the floor. Lukas tries to weasel
himself out, provoking the two lads. He challenges the both of
them to a match. But it turns out that this was his biggest
mistake, for Momo has clearly improved his strength and
repertoire of moves, and he opens the fight by trapping the
smaller Lukas between his legs. Lukas has no chance of
escaping, and has to submit after a few minutes. The second
round, now against Momo, is equally brutal. Momo displays
impressive fighting prowess, much unlike his performance in
previous matches. He clearly enjoys tormenting little Lukas. At
times, the fight devolves into sessions of spanking, with
Lukas&#39;s bottoms getting redder with every slap. Extreme
wedgies and excruciating ball grabs are just a little sample of
Momo&#39;s repertoire. In the last 30 minutes, however,
Charly and Momo turn against each other, after Lukas blurts
out that Momo is secretly seeing Charly&#39;s girlfriend.
Charly confronts Momo, and the two end up fighting. Thus, an
epic battle takes its course. 

Play length approx: 120 min.
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Price :  39,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Rumble in the Attic - Part 3 + 4 - Bundle :

shipping method
DVD Shipping, Download SD.

In catalog since Wednesday 20 July, 2011
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